
Railblaza C-Tug Kayak Canoe and Rubber 
Dinghy Trolley

Railblaza

Product number: RB-CTG-915

The Ultimate Kayak & Canoe Trolley

from 119,90 € * 119,90 €

The C-TUG kayak trolley is designed and manufactured in Napier, New Zealand. Unlike any other trolley in 
the paddle sport arena today, C-TUG continues to amaze sport enthusiasts with its rugged appeal, incredible 
strength and satisfying good looks. With yet another design improvement, the puncture-free wheels now 
have hi-grip rubber tread.

The Ultimate Kayak & Canoe Trolley

The New Zealand made C-TUG Kayak and Canoe trolley is setting new standards with its sophisticated 
style and precision design. C-TUG is the best, most versatile and durable kayak trolley on the market. It 
carries up to 120kg (300lbs), dismantles for easy stowing, won't rust.

The only "engineered" cart on the market!

If you have an old C-Tug with pneumatic wheels and want to upgrade, all you do is clip off your old wheels, 
and clip on the new ones, easy as!! Please see your local C-Tug dealer to buy your new, puncture-free 
wheels.

Part Number: 08-7002-71

Original – Unrivalled – Envied

The C-Tug is the most durable, practical, light weight, kayak & canoe trolley on the market. Made of quality 
engineering polymers, this trolley is great for all terrains, and will last many, many years.

Dismantles in under 20 seconds



Fits inside kayak hatch
Tool-free assembly
Light weight 4 kg (8.8 lbs) and easy to handle
120kg (300 lbs) static loading
Reinforced composite material
Thermo-bonded elastomeric hull pads
Stainless steel reinforced axles
2.8m (9 ft) strap with heavy duty buckle
Adjustable kick-stand

 

2 Wheel Models

a) Puncture Free Wheels

Puncture free with hi-grip rubber tread to soften the ride. If you have an old C-TUG with pneumatic wheels 
and want to upgrade, all you do is clip off your old wheels, and clip on the new ones, easy as!!

The Kiwi wheels are supplied as a pair, and make for hassle-free use, no more pumping, and no more 
punctures.

Dimensions: Diameter 260mm (10?), Width 90mm (3.5?), Axle length (inner to outer bush face) 83mm 
(3.27?)

Part Number: 50-0002-71

b) SandTrakz Wheels

When it comes to moving loads over soft sand, wider wheels are not necessarily better. Bulldozers and 
military tanks use long tracks, reducing the chance of them digging in.

SandTrakz puncture free wheels mimic this track system, the outer rim compresses when in use giving a 
longer track length. On soft sand this reduces how hard you have to pull to move your trolley by more than 
half compared to standard puncture free Kiwi Wheels*! In fact the SandTrakz system is so effective we 
think it’s better than balloon wheels!

Half the effort
Puncture free
Fits inside hatches
Fits all C-TUGs

Whilst they are designed to make life easier on soft surfaces, SandTrakz wheels are great on hard surfaces. 
Because C-TUG SandTrakz are designed to compress they act like suspension on hard surfaces, making for 
easy transition from soft to hard surfaces.

Dimensions: Diameter 305mm (12.5?), Width 90mm (3.5?)

Note: A C-TUG cart with SandTrakz wheels is effective for loads up to 80kg, but over this weight effect 
may be reduced. Load should not be stored for long periods on SandTrakz Wheels. Wheels must be washed 
to remove sand from axle area after each use. Do not leave your SandTrakz wheels in strong sunlight for 
extended period.



Part Number: 50-0005-71

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=ee8a7d652fce51cc2deeb5390a1bfe45

